W H AT I S T H E B I G C H A N G E YO U WA N T TO M A K E H A P P E N ?

Whether the big change you want to bring to life is at work or in the world, already underway or waiting to begin, these
sheets will help. You will gain clarity on how to get things done, and insight if things are not yet going as you wish.
They follow the six aspects we find people successfully leading big change pay attention to.
In each we’ve chosen four questions. Put the kettle on. Take a moment. And by yourself or with friends and colleagues,
ask yourself the questions. They will help you and the people you are working with to bring your big change to life.
The six aspects are
1. PURPOSE
A clear, shared, inspiring purpose will pull you forwards and attracts the help and support you need.
2. TEAM
If you are up to big change you will know you can’t do it alone. You need a great team working brilliantly together.
3. ENGAGEMENT
Success will require reaching out beyond the team. Others will need to be on board.
4. CULTURE
It’s not just what you do, it’s the way you do it. Help everyone give their best, have fun, grow,
and keep people going through the tough times.
5. RESULTS
Your effort must make a difference, and create the right effect and impact, to bring your purpose to life.
6. INNER JOURNEY
Easily forgotten, but totally essential. This is about you and the team learning, changing and growing as you go forwards.

About the One Leadership Project
Created in 2011, The One Leadership Project provides teams and leaders of change with the
support and inspiration needed to make big change happen.
Find out more about the six aspects, and bringing your big change to life with
The Little Book of Making Big Change Happen, by founders Neil Scotton and Dr Alister Scott:
“…an invaluable guide - a set of prompts that should be constantly referred to, practiced and delivered.”
Andrew Wolstenholme OBE FREng FICE, Chief Executive, Crossrail
“…unique and much needed! Perfect for people and teams who want to make a big contribution to the world.”
Dr Mark Williamson, Director of Action for Happiness
“A quiet voice of reason which will be useful for leaders and their teams alike. I loved reading it.”
Susan Allen, Chief Transformation Officer, Santander UK

The One Leadership Project – www.enablingcatalysts.com

MAKING BIG CHANGE HAPPEN

PURPOSE

1
The big change I want to make happen is…

This really matters to me because…

If I don’t try to make this happen I will…

If, with others, we succeed in making
this happen it will…
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TEAM

2
The sort of people I need to bring together
to make this happen are…

I need people who can…

What will bring us together as a team is…

Between us, we need to agree…
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ENGAGEMENT

3
We will need to reach out to, listen to,
and get the support of…

The people/organisations that could make a big
difference when involved are…

Great ideas to bring people together and
get them involved include…

The message to share that will attract these
people and organisations is…
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C U LT U R E

4
What will keep us working towards this,
together, as one, is…

Things we can do to encourage, recognise and show
our appreciation are…

Things we can do to enable people to be brilliant
and enjoy their part in this are…

The way we want to be with each other and everyone
we involve in making this happen is…
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R E S U LT S

5
We will know that we’ve succeeded when…

We will know that we’re getting there
by noticing…

The business model (if there is one) that
will enable this to fly is…

We should never forget that…
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INNER JOURNEY

6
In doing this, to stay healthy, balanced and resilient
I/we will need to keep an eye on…

I/we need to build my/our ability to….

We can look after ourselves, each other and
everyone important to us by…

We will be at our happiest and best as long
as we remember to…

